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derivation
of neuron
model is preAbstract —A complete
sented, starting with the description
of the fundamental
biological mechanisms
involved
in the living neural cell, followed by
the mathematical
model formulation
extracted from these mechanisms, and a circuit theory technique
to obtain a physical IC
suitable
circuit
that emulates the derived mathematical
equations culminating
with the presentation
of the experimental
results of a chip fabricated
in a 2-pm double-metal,
double-poly
CMOS process. It is emphasized
that the FitzHugh-Nagumo
model is very adequate
for emulation
of small biological
systems. A reduced complexity
oscillatory
model suitable for implementation
of relatively large neural network architectures
is also
introduced
with several corresponding
CMOS realizations
and
measured results.
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neural

algorithms

have been pro-

Dposed
in recent years that successfully replicate some
of the properties
of the brain, such as learning, associative
memory, image or speech recognition,
feature extraction,
and pattern classification
[1]–[6], All of these algorithms
are based on extremely simplified
artificial
neuron models. They
are usually
modeled
by static
nonlinear
input–output
relationships,
some of them called
sigmoidal functions. However, it is well known that biological
neurons
have a more complex
input–output
behavior.
Living neurons fire a train of output
pulses when the
spatial

and temporal

summation
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models that have been used so far in engineering
and
computer
science that it would be possible to implement,
artificially,
all the brain-type
functions of living beings. A
simple

sophistication

introduced

in neural

several researchers

is to make the neuron

tory

means

[7]–[13].

becomes

This

a sequence

and temporal
a certain

that

of pulses

summation

threshold.

the

output

provided

by

oscilla-

of a neuron

that

of the incoming

Otherwise,

modeling

outputs

the spatial

signals exceeds

no output

pulses

occur.

The immediate
application
of these oscillatory
neurons is
in the emulation
of small biological
neural circuits whose
behavior has been well studied by physiologists
[14]. The
works of Ryckebusch et al. [8] and Koch and Brunner [10]
are examples of the use of artificial
oscillatory
neurons
for the emulation
of small biological
neural circuits. An-

INTRODUCTION
network

Edgar

IEEE,

CIRCUITS,

of all the incoming

sig-

nals exceeds a certain threshold (reference) value. On the
other hand, it is also common
knowledge
that for a
proper
operation
of the present
neural
network
algorithms,
it is not necessary to use too complex neuron
models, not even resembling biological-like
neurons. Nevertheless,
it is not clear that with the simple neuron
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other interesting
application
in the control of electrical

for pulsed neural networks is
motors as recently proposed

[15].
In this paper

we are presenting

tion of a very well
model
of oscillating
FitzHugh–Nagumo

a CMOS

known
and studied
biological
neurons,
model

[16], which

implementamathematical
namely
the

is a simplification

of a more realistic
model
proposed
by Hodgkin
Huxley [17]. We believe that for a good understanding
Hodgkin-Huxley’s
Nagumo’s
model)

model (and therefore,
of FitzHugh–
an insight into the phenomena
that

take place in the living
It is this

and
of

reasoning

neural

that

cell is absolutely

has motivated

necessary.

us to include

a

whole section (Section II) to describe the physiology behind the biological
neuron and the corresponding
derivation of the model. In Section III this model is simplified,
and the resulting
mathematical
equations
are used to
generate a suitable IC circuit that emulates these equations. Section IV is devoted to the presentation
of the
experimentally
measured results of a prototype
fabricated
in

a 2-pm

double-metal,

double-poly

CMOS

process

(thanks and through
further simplifications

MOSIS).
In Section V we present
of the previous models, called hys-

teresis-based
models,
network
architecture

which are more
implementations

sponding
types.
$01.00

measured

01991

IEEE

results

from

suitable for neural
with their corre-

fabricated

CMOS

proto-
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In

this

section

biological
tion

are

mechanisms

between

a neuron

called

action

the

going

[18],

neurons

interaction,
is

we

and

to

[19]

involved

how,

immersed

in an interstitial

difference

between

an

in

the

electrical

A neuron
fluid.

the inside

briefly

the

of

impulse

is a living

There

cm=

this

-K
outside

cell
Fig.

1.

Equivalent

the different
ductance

Cl-

ions. Since the membrane

Cl-

ions,

K+

will

tend

only

to K+

is permeable

to diffuse

outwards,

and

of

At this point we can give an equivalent
electrical
for the electrical properties of the nerve membrane,

state

is permeable

properties

the

formed independently
by the so-called Na + –K+ pumps.
They are very complex organic molecules
that literally
pump Na + out and K+ in against their concentration
gradients, by means of a sequence of chemical metabolic
reactions that consume energy.

cell membrane
is always impermeable
to the A– ions so
that they always remain inside the cell. During the resting
cell membrane

1

electrical
circuit
for electrical
nerve membrane.

of the cell

that is produced by an unequal distribution
of electrolytes
inside and outside of the cell membrane.
This unequal
distribution
of ions is a consequence
of the cell membrane having different
permeability
factors for each of the
ions. For the time being, assume that inside the cell
membrane
there are K+ ions and large organic A– ions,
while outside there are mainly Cl – and Na + ions. The

the

~;

that

exists a voltage

and the outside

G

interac-

as a consequence

generates

potential.

describe

permeability

factors

are represented

G~a and G~. Several channels

to K+

and

tified

while

Cl-

concentrate

so far, each for a different

circuit
where
by con-

have been iden-

ion, but we are going to

only on two of them,

the Na + and the K+

will tend to diffuse inwards. As a consequence
of this
diffusion,
an electrical
field will be produced
(negative
inside with respect to the outside) that opposes the diffu-

channels. (Later we will also mention the Cl- channels.)
The circuit is shown in Fig. 1 where the capacitance
Cm
imparted
by the lipids of the membrane
has been in-

sion of ions down their concentration
gradient. An equilibrium state will be established in which the force of the

cluded.

electrical field against the ions equals the chemical
that makes the ions diffuse. At this equilibrium
typically,

a voltage

between

the internal

brane,

called

difference

of 60-80

and external

membrane

mV

force
state,

E~ is the resting

is present

Inside

walls of the cell mem-

so-called

potential.

potential

of the neuron

(75 mV)

tends
and EN. is the voltage to which the action potential
during
its rising stage (50 mV). At the resting
state
G~a = O, but at the peak of the action potential
G~. >> GK.
the

cell

membrane

ionic channels,

can be opened

there

which

are

are physical

and closed by different

embedded

the

channels

that

stimuli,

and when

The cell membrane
is impermeable
to Na + in the
resting state of the neuron, for which the resting potential
is approximately
– 75 mV (inside with respect to outside).
However, the Na + permeability
factor of the membrane
can be made nonzero, and this is what happens when the

open allow the flux of certain ions. The opening
and
closing of these channels is what changes the permeability
of the membrane,
and therefore,
the membrane potential.

neuron

A.

abilities

cell is producing
of the membrane

V~ between

its action potential.
change,

inside and outside

ing to the following

Goldman

then

If the perme-

the voltage

of the cell changes accordequation

The Na h Channels

drop
We are going
Na+

[19]:

called

channels:

to consider
the

neurotransmitters

ones

only

opened

released

two

different

by organic

types of
molecules

by the end of a synapse

P~[K+

].., + P~d[Na+

].., + PC1[C1- ],.

when

P~[K+

],. + P~.[Na+

]i. + pcl[cl-

where P~, P~a, and Pcl are the relative membrane
permeabilities
for K+, Na+, and Cl-, respectively,
[K+ ]OUt,

are opened when the membrane voltage reaches a certain
threshold (approximately
– 50 mV).1
1) The Chemically
Gated Channel: When an electrical
impulse reaches the end of an excitatory synapse (which is
separated from the next neural cell by a synaptic cleft of

[Na+ IOU,, and [Cl- ]OU,are the concentrations
of ions K+,
Na+, and Cl- outside the membrane, and [K+ II., [Na+ ]i~,

20-40 rim), excitatory neurotransmitters
are released into
the synaptic cleft. These are molecules
that bind tem-

and [Cl – ]i~ are the concentrations
inside. During
the
resting state of the neuron (when P~. = O) V~ = – 75 mV,
but at the peak of the action potential
(when p~. is
maximum)
Vw = +50 mV. During
every action potential
there is a flow of Na+ inwards the cell, that increases the
membrane voltage, followed by a flow of K+ outwards to
reestablish the resting state potential.
Naturally,
there is a

porarily
to these chemically
gated Na+ channels (also
called neuroreceptors).
These neuroreceptors
are proteins built into the structure of the membrane, which have
the property of changing their structural geometry when a
neurotransmitter
binds to it, opening an ionic gate and
hence changing the permeability
and increasing G~a. After a few milliseconds
the neurotransmitters
are hydro-

mechanism
that, after the action potential,
is going to
pump Na+ outside, and K+ inside, so that the resting
concentrations
of these ions are recovered.
This is per-

lRecent
studies
[19] reveal that there
types of channels, i.e., they can be opened

V~ = 58 mVlog

]~.t
(1)

it receives

an electrical

impulse,

and the ones that

are also some intermediate
by the two mechanisms.
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after

voltage

as

shown in Fig. 2. Since this current produces a decrease in
membrane
potential,
it will make, after the peak of the
Na+ current, the voltage to reach its resting value. Furthermore,
if originally
not enough Na + channels were
opened fast enough, this K+ current will start to make
the membrane
potential
decrease before the threshold
voltage is reached and, therefore,
abort the action potential.
When
tioned,
Fig.

2.

Membrane

voltage and ionic currents
tial in a cell membrane.

Iyzed into inactive products
that
synapse and converted
again to
future use.
2) The Voltage-Gated
protein

Channel:

an action

are recycled into
neurotransmitters

poten-

the
for

is another

that consists of four equal rigid units of 300 amino

inside

the membrane.

tory

of flexible
amino
in a cylindrical

If the four

segments

are

close enough no channel is present, but if they separate
(no more than 5 A) a Na + channel is available.
Some
regions of the protein
are charged positively
and others
negatively.
It is believed that interactions
between these

gated
that

neurotransmitters

Na + channels

were

they were opened

released

men-

by excita-

by excitatory

synapses.

There are also inhibitory
neurotransmitters
that are released when an electrical
impulse reaches an inhibitory
synapse. These neurotransmitters
open Cl – channels and
therefore
make the internal voltage of the cell even more
negative,

This channel

acids that are joined by other chains
acids. These four units are arranged
fashion

during

the chemically
it was affirmed

trigger

so that
the action

to counterbalance
modeling

a stronger

excitation

potential.

Thus, the Cl-

will

the Na + channels.

all the activity

produced

An

electric

by the action

in a neural cell is depicted in Fig. 3.
1, represents
the triggering
current
opening of the (excitatory)
nels, while Ii is the current

be needed
channels

to

tend
circuit

potential

produced

by the

chemically
gated Na + chanof the Cl – channels opened

oppositely
charged regions serve as sensors of changes in
transmembrane
voltage, producing
changes in the config-

through the inhibitory
synapses. The axons of the neural
cells are also represented
in Fig. 3 as distributed
RC
lines.3 They allow the propagation
of the electrical
impulses to neighboring
neurons. It is worthwhile
to men-

uration

of the channel

tion

slightly

allowing

protein,

only for a few milliseconds,
represented

which

flow of Na’.

by a square

the same amplitude

opens the channel

Such channels
and their

pulse

remain

open

flow of ions can be

of current

for all active channels

that makes the Na + conductiv-

There

are several types of K+

the resting

is to stabilize

voltage.

Their

channels,

the membrane

effect

but the action
potential

can be summarized

to
as a

‘If the signal that triggered the action potential
is strong enough, even
though the amplitude
of action potentials
remains constant,
a train of
action potentials
will be produced.
The number of action potentials
and
the separation
between them depend on the strength of the input.

action

potentials
excited.

can be produced
The

of any cell membrane.

able

Channel

of all of them

property

the nervous

ity very high during
a few milliseconds.
The transient
membrane voltage V~ produced under these conditions
is
called the action potential
(see Fig. 2). The amplitude
and
shape of this action potential
are characteristic
of the cell
and do not depend on the signals that triggered it.2
B. The K‘

that

cell if properly

(1 to 2 PA) of

will open and hence further
increase the membrane
potential so that more and more channels will open. A chain
is thus produced

here

but with differ-

ent widths. By summing all the currents of these channels
the total Na + current of the cell membrane,
shown in Fig.
2, is obtained. If the amount of chemically gated channels
that have been opened is high enough so that the threshold voltage of the voltage-gated
channels is reached, they

reaction

living

system unique

to propagate

action

action

What

is a

makes the cells of

in this sense is that
potentials

in any

potential

through

they are

axons

and

synaptic connections
to other cells.
The part of the circuit of Fig. 3 enclosed by broken
lines is very similar to the one that Hodgkin
and Huxley
proposed
in 1952 [17] to relate the current and voltage
through
potential.

the nervous cell membrane
during
an action
They gave mathematical
expressions
for the

different

conductance,

and voltage-dependent
of Hodgkin

which
differential

and Huxley

explains

were

governed

equations.

by timeThe model

very well the generation

of the action potential,
but it fails to explain the generation of more than a single impulse, such as the complex
firing patterns that characterize
most neurons [19]. These
patterns can be explained,
however, by the presence of
other types of ionic channels in the membrane.
Their
global effect is similar to allowing the Na + channels to
remain open as long as the membrane
voltage is above
the threshold

that

we will consider
model

opens

them.

a simplification

by FitzHugh

and Nagumo

In the foIlowing
of Hodgkin

section,

and Huxley’s

[16], [21] where

the Na +

3More precisely, the axons should be modeled as a distributed
line of
elements
like the circuit comprised
by broken lines in Fig. 3. Such a
distributed
line is able to regenerate
the action potential
along its way to
the next synaptic connection
without
degrading
it.
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Inside

1’ ———--—
~-- .--——
-1

Metabolic
Pumps

A
+
...

1---

_----

___

J---_J

(Distributed

.

RC Line)

T
Outside

3.

Fig.

conductance

is only

dependent)
tion

included

voltage

and, therefore,

of trains

pump.

Electrical

of pulses.

circuit

model

dependent

that explains

(but

is able to model

In the circuit

not

thegeneration

time

of Fig. 3 we have

a current

source

that

should

not be considered

represents

the Na+ –K+
as forming

part of an electrical circuit that explains the generation
of
action potentials,
because this pump works independently
of the action potential
and its function
is only to avoid
accumulation
of Na + ions inside the cell and of K+ ions
outside. Also, the load of the RC line can be neglected
for practical
purposes. This is a distributed
line of ele-

aspect we would

between

like to mention

is how to model

neurons.

the synaptic

Remember

that

before

ending

Fig.

4.

when

an electric

im-

pulse reaches the end of a synapse, a certain amount of
neurotransmitters
is released into the spacing between
this synapse and the cell membrane (synaptic cleft) of the
next neuron.
These neurotransmitters
remain
in the
synaptic cleft for a few milliseconds
and open some of the
chemically
tatory

gated Na + (or Cl – ) channels.

neurotransmitters

cally gated channels
is that the membrane
opens

the

are released,

will be opened
voltage

voltage-gated

The more
the more

exci-

chemi-

Na +

channels.

The

that a is the feedback
lossy.d
III.

CIRCUIT

The

in the circuit

are a different
tance.

impulse,

cal impulses

arrive

leased before

there

recycling)

and temporal
the

more
variation

to one

makes

NEURON

the

integrator

MODEL

AND

introduced

by

of the

Na+

FitzHugh

by broken

Na + and K+

current

and

lines in Fig. 3

is a fast

conduc-

current

that

strongly depends on the membrane voltage, it is modeled
by a time-independent
nonlinear
conductance
as shown in
Fig. 5.
On the other

hand,

the K+

current

is a slow current

that does not depend very nonlinearly
on the membrane
voltage. Therefore,
G~ in Fig. 3 is modeled by a linear
R connected

potential
the model

in series with

VO that represents

an inductor

L and a

the membrane’s

resting

as shown in Fig. 6. It should
discussed

here

is very

with the Hodgkin–Huxley
one.
This model is mathematically
ing set of first-order
differential

be emphasized

(if
an

L:=

that

simple

in comparison

described
equations:

by the follow-

dVm
cm —
= z– iK –fNa(vm)
dt

because the more electrineurotransmitters

is time to inactivate

and a higher

the

that

comprised

modeling

Since

nected to it, a spatial and a temporal summation of all the
inputs is performed.
Spatial in the sense that each synapse

electrical

connections

IMPLEMENTATION

simplifications

source

(if excitatory)
or decrease
voltage when it receives

term

FITZHUGH–NAGUMO

resistor

in-

all of the synaptic
neuron.

voltage

hibitory
neurotransmitters
are released, the more negative the membrane voltage will become and the less likely
the threshold
will be reached. For each neuron that is
receiving
neurotransmitters
from all the synapses con-

is contributing
to increase
inhibitory)
the membrane

for modeling

it

more

cell.

~

that

and the more likely

will reach the threshold

Diagram

Nagumo

interconnection

inaneural

n

ments, like the circuit comprised by broken lines in Fig. 3,
that will propagate the action potential
by regenerating
it.
Another

potential

V:+#’-jfpT&

the genera-

This current

this section

of theaction

Vm+Vo–

(2a)

RiK.

(2b)

are re-

them (for further

in membrane

achieved. This can be modeled by the circuit
where all the synaptic inputs are algebraically

voltage

is

of Fig. 4,
summed

(spatial summation)
at a certain time and this sum is fed
through
a 10SSYintegrator
(temporal
summation)
whose
output determines the total excitation current (1. – Ii) for
the neuron. The voltages VI, Vz, ” “ “, V. are the membrane
voltages of all the neurons that connect through
axons
and synapses to the destination
neuron of Fig. 3. Observe

In this paper we propose

a CMOS

circuit

implementa-

tion of this set of equations.
The circuit of Fig. 6 is not
suitable for a direct CMOS implementation
due to the
presence of L. We will use a transconductance-mode
technique
to implement
these equations directly because
of its versatility
to implement
linear and nonlinear
[20]
systems. Consider a general system of IV nonlinear
first-

4The feedback

term

a makes

V~(r)

+ O when

Z;.

~~ = O.
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‘Na= ‘Ne6’m
)
Vm

%
Fig.

5.

in

current
as a function
of membrane
potential
Na+
simplified
model proposed by FitzHugh
and Nagumo.

m-
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-’w’.. . .

Fig.

8.

~I,n,,de

R

f

k

L

cm

ff(+

+

~11(

1.-Ii

W

vm

2E1

; v.

6.

Equivalent

circuit

for FitzHugh–Nagumo

neuron

E2

of

FitzHugh–

.

gc-iza
X2

:&

.13b-ga

Outside

Fig.

implementation
equations.

Transconductance-mode
Nagumo’s

Fig.

model.

9.

N-shaped

piecewise

linear

function

For each node j the following

KCL

N
Yoj +

equation

element.

holds:

N

Z
gijxi
~=1

If we define

for nonlinear

‘.fj(i)

=

X
i=l

cij(~j

– ‘i)+

cjj~j”

(6)

now

Cij,

ifi#j

–Z~lCjl,

ifi=j

(7)

Bij L

{
(3) is obtained.
Fig.

7.

General

topology

order differential

representing
tions.

equations

in the variables

N

Yoj +

X
i=l

N nonlinear

differential

equa-

xl, X2, ” o‘, ~N:

By

comparing

+ ~’(;)

+

Z
i=l

‘ij~i

= ‘>

...

(3)

the

particular

The resulting

is shown in Fig. 8.

This circuit

circuit

can be identified

solves the foIlowing
G,iz

j=l,.

and
model

N

gijxi

(2)

FitzHugh-Nagumo’s

circuit
from

for

Fig. 7.

equations:
(8a)

= Y., – gm2xl –f(xz)

~

(3)
which
y.j, gij,
nonlinear
This

and ~ij being constant
parameters
functions of xl, X2, . . “, x~.
system

of equations

is realized

Fig. 7. It consists of N nodes of voltage
connected

to ground

through

a capacitor

and

by the circuit

where
gij (which
transconductance
and j and yOj is
dependent
current

+ Yoj

(4)

can be positive
or negative)
is the
relating
interaction
between
nodes i
an offset term. INj is a nonlinearly
source:

lNj=fj(xl,.x2,

”” “,xN)=fi.(7).

iK=xl,

I=—

of

Xj. Each node j is
Cjj and to each

(5)

(2) by making

Y02
Vm=x2,

N
gijxi

with

~.(. )

other node i by a capacitor
Cij. Two current sources lLj
and INj are also connected to each node j. ILj is linearly
dependent
on the node voltages of all the other nodes:

I~j ~ ~
icl

can be identified

‘

R=%

~

gml

‘

f (X2)

L=—
gm2

gm2

Yol

Cll

c
Cm=+

vo=—

gml

‘

,7

?72

fNa(vm)=~.
.

(9)
The exact form of the function
~(”) seems not to be
very critical. Originally,
a cubic polynomial
[16] for Fig. 5
was suggested, but a piecewise
linear dependence
can
give the same basic properties
to the system [21]. We will
consider f(. ) as shown in Fig. 9, which can be implemented by the circuit depicted in Fig. 10 [20].
A phase portrait of the equilibrium
points of the system
described by (8) is shown in Fig. 11, where g~ – g.= gC –
g. = gl. The equilibrium
points are obtained when il =
X2 = O. Since there is a nonlinearity
with three linear
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the system by
—
il

[l- 1
—

L7m3

t?ml

Cll

Cll

xl

&?m2 —– gl
——

X2

c 22

Yol
Cll
+

[1X2

Y02–

a(gl+ga)

C22

C22
‘1
(12)

where
Fig. 10. Implementation
tance-mode
techniques.

of the nonlinear
function
using trans~ondu~X2 and ~(x2) represent a voltage and a current
variable,

respectively.

a = – El for region

@

@). Note that the equilibrium
@ and @), respectively,
will be stable if [20]

and

a = + E2 for region

points

B and C for regions

are virtual

– gl
T1=—–
C22

in Fig. 11. B and C

&?m3
—
<0
Cll
glgm3

gmlgm2

—>0.
C11C22+ C11C22

Al=——————
For proper
unstable

operation

and

(13)

of the system we need to make A

B and C stable

equilibrium

points.

If the

system is at a certain
time in region
@, since A is
unstable it will move away from it until the system eventu-

I
Fig.

11.

segments,
regions,

Phase portrait

of the system characterized

we can divide

namely,

11. For region

the phase plane

regions
@

ally reaches either

@,

@,

by (8)

will be attracted

into three linear

and @ as shown in Fig.

the state equations

again in region

consequence

of

equilibrium

+

[=1
(lo)

Y02 “

A

real if it is located

of region

@

shown in Fig. 11, it is inside region
unstable

is real
@.

equilibrium

inside

that
the
will
The

because,

This point

[22] if the trace and determinant

gmlgm2

AO=—

For regions

@

and repelled

by A. As a

@

the

and

system

will

oscillate

regions

of (10) satisfy

stay there.

@

change

from

threshold

But

value

real to virtual,

duce oscillations

This

state of the neuron

are generated.
the

in

a

to @) and

(the

if
that

situation
where

yOl or y02 is changed
makes

either

the system will

neuron

corre-

no action

is active

B or

C

start to pro-

and firing

action

potentials).
Note that (see (9)) y02 represents
the total
excitation current lC – It of Figs. 3 and 6, but in this case,
we can change either y02 or yOl because the effect is the
same.

as

will be

IV.
The IC prototype
2-~m

double-metal,

EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

of Fig. 8 was fabricated
double-poly

to MOSIS).

The

CMOS
OTAS

in a standard

process (through

employed

were

lin-

earized ones [23]. The diodes were implemented
using
diode-connected
MOS transistors. When the two external

11

gagm3 >0

—

C1,C22– C11C22 “

and @

point

beyond

and thanks
TO=&–~>O
c 22

the system

it goes from

sponds to the resting

located
outside
the linear
region
therefore,
will never be reached by
as it approaches it the linear region
the corresponding
equilibrium
point.

point

it is reached,

i2 = O can be varied by changing
yOl and/or
yo2, and
therefore,
B and C can be made real equilibrium
points.
If either B or C is real, the system will reach the stable

the linear region ‘that defines it, and therefore,
can be
reached by the system. An equilibrium
point is called
uirtual
if it is
defines it, and
system because
change and also

this,

cycle in which

potentials

is called

all

this happens,

Yol

c 22

point

by it. But before

will find itself

limited

or @). When

(B or C) is stable, the system

vice versa crossing region @ each time. Also note that in
Fig. 11 the relative positions
of the curves ~1 = O and

Cll

[1X2

@

point

are given by

xl

An equilibrium

region

since the equilibrium

we can describe

the behavior

(11)

of

inputs YO1 and Y02 are set to zerc, the outputs of the
circuit are free-running
oscillations.
If the time constants
of the two differential
equations
in (8) are made very
different,
i.e., g~l / Cll << gnz / CZ2, then FitzHughNagumo’s
equations
simulate the behavior
of biological
cell membranes.
The corresponding
measured
response
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Fig. 12.

Free-running

oscillations
~~

gm2

of oscillator
/

of Fig. 8 when

g~l / Cll

Fig.
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stable pattern observed when
two-neuron
loop is chaotic.

C22.

{X2=

I

A is such that

the

H(X, )

E2

I
I

-xl

I
I
–El

Fig.

Fig. 13.

Input–output
relation of oscillator of Fig. 8. Lower
input (y02~ upper trace: output.

17.

Hysteresis

transfer
function
extracted
Nagumo’s model.

from

FitzHugh–

trace:
g’m3 x 1
gmlH(xl)

,

gm3xl

B

—a

xl

A

c

*
Fig. 14.

Connection oftwooscillatory

neurons in a loop.

Fig. 18.

Fig.

Fig.

15.

Steady response

of thecircuit

forthis

y02 is considered

ofatwo-neuron-loop

case isshown

as the input

oscillator

when

in Fig. 12. When

to the neuron

output, we can see in Fig. 13 the measured
relationship
of the cell ( yOl was arbitrarily

A=O.

signal

points of the hysteretic system.

w-s

19. Equilibrium

points of the modified hysteretic system,

the behavior of a double-threshold
neuron: if the input
signal is either above the upper threshold
or below the
lower one, no oscillations
are produced.
But if the input
yOz is between

and Xz as its

sequence

input–output
set to zero),

examining

where Yz is the lower trace and Xz is the upper trace.
Note that, as can be seen in Fig. 13, the circuit can model

Equilibrium

the two thresholds,

of pulses.
Fig.

This

11. Note

effect
that

the output

is a firing

can be anticipated

by increasing

by

y02, equilib-

rium point C will become real and oscillations
will disappear. On the other hand, by decreasing
yOz, B will become real and no oscillations
will be produced.
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CMOS

circuit

for

modified

neuron

cell.

transistors

A. Loop of Two FitzHugh–Nagumo
Using

the interconnection

connected

14, using two neurons
When
But

A=

of Fig. 4 we inter-

cells as shown

of Fig. 8andtwo

Otheresponse

for certain

output

principle

values

change randomly

instable,

:

in Fig.

observed

different

~1- Ue :I
v~~ !

diagram.

which is a hysteretic
Fig. 17.
Hence,

motivation

keeping

NEURON

to develop

the oscillatory

simpler

nature)

pat-

models

is based on their

(but

still

potential

Nagumo’s

system can be further
if, in (8), we impose

simplified
the following

to a hysteresis
conditions:

Yol = Y02 = o

of this is that the first equation

in (8)

will reach its steady state immediately
(in comparison
to
the second equation). Therefore,
the first equation can be
reduced to
(15)

gmz

Taking

the inverse

of (15) yields
X2 =

H(xl)

as depicted

in

into

– gml~l

il=o.
L7ml

(17)

– —

The equilibrium
points of this system (~1 = O) are given by
the intersection
of the two curves in Fig. 18.
If (g~l g~2)\g~
> g~3, the only equilibrium
point is A,
which is unstable according to the analysis in Section III.
In this case, (17) represents
an oscillator.
But,
if
< gm3>

there

B and C which

are present.

Therefore,

are

two

more

equilibrium

are stable, and then no oscillations
the oscillator

can be turned

and off by changing
g~3. A circuit implementation
system similar to this has already been presented
authors in [25]. For a CMOS implementation,
is easier to substitute the linear resistor g;:
ear one as shown in Figs. 19 [26] and 20.

conventional
(14)

.l=-=.

function,

on

of a
by the

however, it
by a nonlin-

If Zc < Z~s, the equilibrium
point A is unstable and the
circuit will oscillate. If 1= > 1ss, B is stable and no oscillations are obtained. The hysteresis element is built with a

gc–ga=gb–ga+~inf(x2)

The consequence

(all

Cll

H(~l)

points

MODELS

use [13] in implementing
hardware
for neural network
architectures.
The free-running
oscillator
of FitzHugh–
oscillator

implementation

transfer

(8) simplifies

Qmlgm2)/ga

The

(b) Transistor-level

size).

at the

oscillation

[24].
OSCILLATORY

I

.

I
:

in Fig. 15.

terns. One of these temporary
patterns can be seen in
Fig. 16. This might be an out-of-synchronization
phenomenon, which has been shown to have a chaotic nature

V. SIMPLER

I
&

lossy integrators.

asisshown

of A the signals
between

(a) Block

are minimum

Neurons

two FitzHugh–Nagumo

I

:

L------------------------------Nonlinear Resistor

(b)

hysteretic

I
I

I

I

r

L_-----_____-__-_____----____----___J
Hysteresis Element

20.

--------‘V~D ;

~

1$:I

i

--.----

I
I
I
I

:

Vb.

963

I,c

i?

1&

I

+E

41~~

------.

I

i

i

MODEL

I

I

I
I

Fig.

NEURON

(16)

operational

has a double

output.

positive

terminal

input

transcondtictance
One

of them

and to a pair

amplifier

is connected

that
to its

of diode-connected

MOS transistors.
The diodes are connected
to two bias
voltages + E and – E. This positive feedback causes the
amplifier
to saturate so that the output curren~ through
is either
+ 1~~ or – 1~~. The width of the
the two outputs,
hysteresis loop is controlled
by the bias voltages + E and
– E. The second output of the transconductance
amplifier is the actual output of the hysteresis element, while
its negative input terminal
is the input to the hysteresis
device. The output of the hysteresis element is connected
to the integrating
capacitor
and to a nonlinear
resistor.
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..

I

Fig.

21.

Pattern

generation

by a loop of two hysteretic

neural

cells.

1

vn

\

~
Rd8tor

& Irstegrstor

Fig. 22.

Current-mode

implementation
Fig. 20(a).

of

the

This nonlinear
resistor sinks a constant
cuurent
Zc if
x >0 and performs
as an open circuit
if x <0. This
operation
is done with a differential
pair so that only the
current
through
one of its branches is directed
to the
input, as shown in Fig. 20(b). The parameters
that can be

the circuit
introduced

implementation
a simplified

adjusted

illustrated

in Fig. 20. One step further

in the neural

+ E. E controls

oscillator

the amplitude

of Fig.

20 are 1~~ and

of the oscillations

at x(t),

using the implementation

all transistors

last oscillato~

neuron

oscillations.
in a 3-~m

signal

oscillator
was fabricated
process [26] and two of

them were interconnected
using the same arrangement
shown in Fig. 14. The network was able to generate the
patterns shown in Fig. 21.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced
a CMOS circuit that emulates the
FitzHugh-Nagumo
neuron model. The use of this model
implementation

is mainly

intended

for biological

system

emulations.
It is conceivable
that knowledge
obtained
from experiences
interconnecting
several of these artificial neurons can help to improve
interactions
of biological
neurons.
In the field of
network paradigms,

the fact that
are required

of

hardware
implementation
of neural
the use of artificial
neurons based on

the FitzHugh–Nagumo
be practical

the understanding

model

due to the large

or thousands

implementation

of neurons

of practical

to be able to use an oscillato~

large neural
This trade-off

network
involves

ing the biological

architectures
accuracy

neuron

properties

circuit

are minimum

implementation

instead

of

of voltage

and performance

by

shown in

size [11]. This

uses current

as the

and provides

more

than voltage-mode

circuits. As a matter
of comparison,
the basic neuron
implementations
of Figs. 8, 20, and 22 occupy approximately 230 X 103 pm2, 44X 103 ~m2, and 14x 103 ~m2,
respectively.
However, the circuit complexity,
and fidelity
to mimic the biological
neuron are different
for the several existent

applications.

information,

rather

The concept

than voltage,

cussed in [13] and [15]. Furthermore,
eral Dynamics, has recently presented
neural

IC”

where

frequency

of using frequency

seems promising

is

as dis-

the company, Gena “general-purpose

used

to

characterize

synapses weights. In brief, we can state that oscillatory
neuron
models have a wide range of applications
for
biological
neuron emulations
neural network architectures.

as well

as in hardware

of
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area. This is due to
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network architectures.5
At the same time, the oscillatory
neuron type [7]–[15] has the potential
to implement
artificial neural networks
that can mimic biological
neural
networks
more closely and consequently
it is expected
that these implementations
will have better properties
and performance
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neurons
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